
Flowscape receives large order for new solution for social
distancing
A large global company has decided to roll out Flowscape's new solution for social distancing at 70 of the company's
offices. This first order includes 14 of the offices, the order value is 2.6 MSEK the first year and thereafter 220,000 SEK
annually.

“We are very happy that our solution for social distancing in the office, has become so popular. This customer will use Flowscape's
solution as an important part of their global strategy to ensure that Covid-19 does not spread in the offices. With the customer's 70 offices
and over 60,000 workplaces, this will probably be one of the world's largest desk booking installations.” says Peter Reigo, CEO and
founder.

This large existing customer has now chosen to use Flowscape's solution as an important part of their global strategy to prevent Covid-19
from spreading in the offices. The customer has decided to implement the solution in 70 offices, which includes about 60,000 workplaces.
The offices are spread over 35 countries worldwide.

To ensure social distance in the offices, at least every other place will be digitally blocked. As the spread of Covid-19 decreases in the
community, the customer can open all or parts of the blocked workplaces. They will also introduce desk booking to ensure that only one
person uses a workplace during the day and in the evening the cleaning team will disinfect the desks used.

The installation for the 70 offices will be finalized during August. In this first phase, the solution has been implemented for 14 of the offices.
This order is only for map drawing of the workdesk and the software license for the desk booking functionality. Additional license revenues
will increase when adding more offices and the number of users increases.

For additional information, please contact: 

Peter Reigo
CEO, Flowscape
Cellphone: +46 (0) 70 942 4687
E-mail: peter.reigo@flowscape.se

About Flowscape AB

Flowscape is "the modern office flowmaker". By offering state-of-the-art IoT technology, Flowscape reduces time-consuming and increases
peer interaction and productivity. The main function, Flowmap, gives companies an overview of the office and enables you to quickly find
rooms, desks, office equipment and colleagues. Flowscape also has the communication tool C-One, a flexible platform for managing large-
scale communication based on existing infrastructure. Flowscape has offices in Stockholm (main office) and London. 

For more information, please visit www.flowscape.se


